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Adjectives worksheet for class 5 with 
Answers
The words that describe noun are called describing words or 
adjectives.

• Underline the adjective in the following sentences.

1. Lotus is a beautiful flower.
2. The teacher told us an interesting story.
3. Mumbai is a large city.
4. The elephant is largest animal on land.
5.  Ravi is an honest boy.
6. Raveena is a clever girl.
7. He does not have much patience.
8. I have bought some apples.
9. There has been sufficient rain this year.
10.There are several mistakes in this essay.
11. I have two pencils.
12.Mr Ramesh is an old man.
13.You are wearing a beautiful dress.
14.The mangoes are sweet.
15.Sunil has a new pen.
16.You can wear the blue shirt.
17.The woodcutter was honest.
18.I had three apples yesterday.
19.January is the first month of the year.
20.Do you have any razors?
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21.The big box is under the table.
22.She bought the pink ribbon from the shop.
23.The food was delicious.
24.The tall boy is Rohan.
25.Rohini was pretty.
26.Mohini is intelligent.
27.It is a rainy day.
28.The box is very heavy.

• Read the following sentences and underline the 
adjective. also state what word each adjective 
modifies.

1. Ramesh is the tallest boy in the class. 
The adjective………….modifies the noun………….

2. Gold is precious metal. 
The adjective………….modifies the noun………….

3. Alice is my best friend. 
The adjective………….modifies the noun………….

4. She was wearing a blue shirt. 
The adjective………….modifies the noun………….

5. I bought six eggs. 
The adjective………….modifies the noun………….

6. My brother has a cute daughter. 
The adjective………….modifies the noun………….

7. I had a strange experience yesterday. 
The adjective………….modifies the noun…………. 
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• Underline the adjective in the following sentences 
and mention which kind of adjective each of this is.

1. Few men are free from faults.
2. Little hearing is a dangerous thing.
3. He was a man of few words and great deeds.
4. He is a stupid boy and has little sense.
5. The old man carries a heavy bag.
6. The young man died a glorious death.
7. A living ass is better than a dead lion.
8. Her brother failed in the exam.
9. Who gave you this book?
10.Anita got five pencils.
11. There was a mistake in your answer sheet.
12.A year has twelve months.
13.Is there any milk in the jug.
14.There is a very pretty girl.
15.That child is quite happy.
16.Many students attended the fair.
17.My mother is an excellent cook.
18.There is a lot of water in the river. 

 

• Fill in the blanks with suitable adjectives from 
Brackets.

1. Raj is …………. dancer. (a nice/ an unusually good)
2. My dad has a …………. secretary. (good/ competent)
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3. There is a …………. lawn infront of the library. (nice/ 
well kept)

4. That was ………….  job. (an awful/ a difficult)
5. The ice cream was …………. (grand/ delicious)
6. What …………. child! (a perfectly adorable/ an 

attractive)
7. I had …………. time at the dance. (a swell/ an 

exciting)
8. Meeta always wears …………. hats. ( unbecoming/ 

unfrigh)
9. That woman is a …………. gossip. (dangerous/ 

terrible)
10.The speaker gave …………. talk. (a grand/ an 

inspiring)
11. That was …………. book you sent me. (a fine/ an 

interesting)
12.Mr sharma is a …………. hostess. (perfectly lovely/ 

charming)
13.James thinks he is …………. (clever/ cute)
14.That was a …………. remark Rohan made. (funny/ 

peculiar)
15.The packet is very …………. (heavy/ young).
16.Delhi is a …………. city. (round/ big).
17.Respecting elders is a …………. habit. (good/ bad).
18.The giraffe has a …………. neck. (long/ short).
19.When it rains, the road gets …………. (dry/ muddy).
20.The table is …………. (dirty/ muddy).
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• Write one word for the following Sentences. Choose 
the answer from the box below.

 

1. ………….prize was won by Indian in the olympics.
2. …………. animals kill other animals.
3. We should not wear …………. clothes.
4. I don't like …………. boys.
5. Delhi is a …………. city.
6. Doctor wear …………. coat.

ADJECTIVE WORKSHEET FOR CLASS 
5 SOLUTIONS

• Underline the adjective in the following sentences.

1. Lotus is a beautiful flower.
2. The teacher told us an interesting story.
3. Mumbai is a large city.
4. The elephant is largest animal on land.
5.  Ravi is an honest boy.
6. Raveena is a clever girl.
7. He does not have much patience.
8. I have bought some apples.
9. There has been sufficient rain this year.

First Tight White
Metro Irritating Some
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10.There are several mistakes in this essay.
11. Mr Ramesh is an old man.
12.You are wearing a beautiful dress.
13.The mangoes are sweet.
14.Sunil has a new pen.
15.I have two pencils.
16.You can wear the blue shirt.
17.The woodcutter was honest.
18.I had three apples yesterday.
19.January is the first month of the year.
20.Do you have any razors?
21.The big box is under the table.
22.She bought the pink ribbon from the shop.
23.The food was delicious.
24.The tall boy is Rohan.
25.Rohini was pretty.
26.Mohini is intelligent.
27.It is a rainy day.
28.The box is very heavy.

• Read the following sentences and underline the 
adjective. also state what word each adjective 
modifies.

1. Ramesh is the tallest boy in the class. 
The adjective tallest modifies the noun boy.

2. Gold is precious metal. 
The adjective precious modifies the noun metal. 
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3. Alice is my best friend. 
The adjective best modifies the noun friend.

4. She was wearing a blue shirt. 
The adjective blue modifies the noun shirt.

5. I bought six eggs. 
The adjective six modifies the noun eggs.

6. My brother has a cute daughter. 
The adjective cute modifies the noun daughter.

7. I had a strange experience yesterday. 
The adjective strange modifies the noun experience.

• Underline the adjective in the following sentences 
and mention which kind of adjective each of this is.

1. Few men are free from faults. 
Few - Numeral adjective.

2. Little hearing is a dangerous thing. 
Little - Numeral indefinite adjective. 
Dangerous - Quality adjective.

3. He was a man of few words and great deeds. 
Few - Numeral Indefinite adjective. 
Great - Quality adjective.

4. He is a stupid boy and has little sense. 
Stupid - Quality adjective. 
Little - Numeral Indefinite adjective.

5. The old man carries a heavy bag. 
Old - Quality adjective. 
Heavy - Quality adjective.
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6. That young man died a glorious death. 
That - Demonstrative adjective. 
Glorious - Quality adjective.

7. A living ass is better than a dead lion. 
Living - Quality adjective. 
Dead - Quality adjective.

8. Her brother failed in the exam. 
Her - Possessive adjective.

9. Who gave you this book? 
This - Demonstrative adjective

10.Anita got five pencils. 
Five - Adjective of number.

11. There was a mistake in your answer sheet. 
Your - Possessive adjective.

12.A year has twelve months. 
Twelve - Adjective of number.

13.Is there any milk in the jug. 
Any - Adjective of quantity.

14.There is a very pretty girl. 
Pretty - Adjective of quality.

15.That child is quite happy. 
Happy - Adjective of quality.

16.Many students attended the fair. 
Many - Adjective of number.

17.My mother is an excellent cook. 
Excellent - Adjective of quality.

18.There is a lot of water in the river. 
A lot of - Adjective of quantity.
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• Fill in the blanks with suitable adjectives from 
Brackets.

1. Raj is an unusually good dancer. (a nice/ an unusually 
good)

2. My dad has a competent secretary. (good/ competent)
3. There is a well kept lawn infront of the library. (nice/ 

well kept)
4. That was a difficult  job. (an awful/ a difficult)
5. The ice cream was delicious. (grand/ delicious)
6. What an attractive child! (a perfectly adorable/ an 

attractive)
7. I had an exciting time at the dance. (a swell/ an 

exciting)
8. Meeta always wears unbecoming hats. ( unbecoming/ 

unfrigh)
9. That woman is a dangerous gossip. (dangerous/ 

terrible)
10.The speaker gave an inspiring talk. (a grand/ an 

inspiring)
11. That was an interesting book you sent me. (a fine/ an 

interesting)
12.Mrs sharma is a charming hostess. (perfectly lovely/ 

charming)
13.James thinks he's clever. (clever/ cute)
14.That was a peculiar remark Rohan made. (funny/ 

peculiar)
15.The packet is very heavy. (heavy/young).
16.Delhi is a big city. (round/big).
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17.Respecting elders is a good habit. (good/bad).
18.The giraffe has a long neck. (long/short).
19.When it rains, the road gets muddy. (dry/muddy).
20.The table is dirty. (dirty/muddy).

• Write one word for the following Sentences. Choose 
the answer from the box below.

1. First prize was won by Indian in the olympics.
2. Some animals kill other animals.
3. We should not wear tight clothes.
4. I don't like irritating boys.
5. Delhi is a metro city.
6. Doctor wear white coat.

First Tight White
Metro Irritating Some
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